Rates and Predictors of Conversion to Open Surgery During Minimally Invasive Radical Cystectomy.
To assess the frequency of minimally invasive radical cystectomy (MIRC) conversion to open surgery, what factors influence conversion, whether or not the benefits of MIRC vs open radical cystectomy (ORC) persist after conversion, and compare ORC and MIRC outcomes. We performed a retrospective cohort study from the National Cancer Data Base (2010 to 2013) analyzing patients who underwent completed MIRC (n = 5750), converted MIRC (n = 245), and ORC (n = 12,053) without prior radiotherapy. Multivariable logistic and linear regression analyses were used to assess the association between covariates, open conversion as well as surgical approach, and secondary outcomes such as positive surgical margins (PSMs), use of lymphadenectomy, lymph node yield, hospital length of stay (LOS), and 30-day readmission. Rates of conversion were independent of patient factors such as race, sex, use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy, and clinical stage. Conversion occurred in 245 of 5750 MIRCs (4.3%) and declined over time (5.8% in 2010 vs 3.2% in 2013, odds ratio [OR] 0.50, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.34-0.75, p = 0.001). MIRC was associated with fewer positive margins, higher lymph node yield, shorter LOS, and fewer readmissions compared with ORC, however, patients requiring open conversion had longer median hospital stays (8 days vs 7 days, p = 0.013), lower median lymph node yields (14 vs 17, p = 0.007), more PSMs (17% vs 11%, p = 0.006), and more 30-day readmissions (14% vs 9%, p = 0.008) compared to nonconverted. Converted MIRC had similar hospital LOS and 30-day readmission rates compared to ORC. Open conversion during MIRC is uncommon and has decreased in recent years despite the rising use of MIRC. MIRC had better short-term outcomes compared with ORC. These benefits were negated with open conversion; however, outcomes were similar compared to planned ORC.